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Cover:  Stonehouse Creek (noTN?) heads in alpine 
tundra north of  Nánde Héeni Yei Kéich Yé, sits in water 
facing north (Three Guardsmen).  More on this moose 
encounter in notes from 0707. ●  This image: Recently 
burned slopes above Deishú, from first aerial 
surveys nearly a century ago.
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Place names convention: In all my
writing and cartography since publication

of Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú:
Our grandparents’ names on the land

(Thornton & Martin eds 2012: abbreviated
"T&M12"), I’ve used Lingít place

names whenever available, followed
by translation in italic, and IWGN

(important white guy name) in parentheses.
Example: Kadigooni X’áat’,

island with spring water (Spuhn Island).
Euro-names are typically distracting
preemptions. Where the Lingít went

unrecorded I default to the IWGN, often
acknowledging its inadequacy with a

parenthetical "(noTN?)"

Introduction
This pdf contains daily journals from my first visit to Greater Chilkat Water-
shed in support of an atlas project for Lynn Canal Conservation (LCC). 1 Our 
July, 2019 trip was a combined research/scoping/tourism venture with my 
sister Tina & her friend Norma, both from Guadalajara. The visit resulted from 
a serendipitous intersection of comments—from Tina that she wanted to find 
trumpeter swans, in mid-summer unlikely anywhere I know of in Áak'w 
Aaní—and from Jessica Plachta, LCC director, that trumpeters nest near her 
home on the Little Salmon marshes, about 25 miles north of Deishú, trail's end 
(Haines). I also recently learned from Jessica that our shelved atlas project has 
been revived by an anonymous donation. Gunalchéesh to the mystery funder! 

Seemed like propitious timing for an in-person conversation with folks at 
LCC, and a little boots-on-the-ground. Headwaters & Little Salmon tours?

Tina and Norma flew into Juneau early on July 5th after a knock-down 
MX-Atlanta-Seattle rerouter with delayed departure and SEATAC sleep-in. 
Amazingly, they still wanted to hike to Nugget Falls before crashing, and in the 
late afternoon climbed into alpine from the tram (temps in 80so!). Koren is in 
Gustavus and lent them her bedroom. I packed til way past midnight and still 
put in less double-ended candle-burning than Cathy who was up at 2am for one 
last try at her Dan Moller flycatcher 2 before racing home to join us on a dash 

1 jilkaat_atlas.pdf—so far mostly placeholder chapters.  

2 In summer 2018 she geolocatored 11 olive-sided flycatchers and is retrieving em from the 

 01

for the ferry, leaving Auke Bay 7 am.
01  Young passengers on bow of MV 

Tazlina, (only 2 of em looking at a devic-
es?!) northbound to terminal at Lkoot, 
puking lake (Port Chilkoot). 3

6-of-11 back on territory in 2019. 

3  Alt. transl. from carver at Klukwan. 
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Photos from the Lumix 60x were initially grey and 
washed-out. But I was able to salvage a lot of the 
contrast in photoshop. It results in a 'watercolored' 
look, but I like it. The 60x has no gps-stamped lat-

longs and I can't find my avenza track for robogeo, so 
locations are vague for some of today's ferry pics.

Daily logs
20190706 Taz to Haines
No clouds, but continued dense haze from Canadian forest fires. We set up in the forward lounge, 
which had a ~150o view of the Big Lynn (noTN?). Looked out for whales but the only marine 
mammals I could find for T&N were Dall's porpoises.

15  High cirques on east side have morainal 'necklaces.' I assume Little 
Ice Age terminals (PS, trip's end: Mapped dozens of these in the surf-
geo layer, which should give us a pretty good idea how glaciers of 
Jilkáat Aaní behaved. See, however jilkaat.pdf>surficial geol-
ogy> Menounos sidebar on study of much older cirque 
moraines.)  

When one of the forward-lounge tables freed-
up, I opened the laptop and whipped out a 
geopdf with bedrock geology and Lingít 

placenames. Cabled it over to my tablet, then wandered around the ship 
identifying landmarks and puzzling over cool oral histories. Once north 
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of Ax'aká, the mouth (Cove Point), guarding Daxanáak, between 2 points (Berners Bay), we were in 
Jilkoot Aaní, home of Chilkoot people, thus, by some spatial definitions, 'on-the-clock' for the atlas 
project. Hmmmm. . . maybe, just as I call journal-making "journaling," should call atlas-making 
"atlasing." After Ax'aká, I was atlasing.

This was one of the most people-crammed ferries I've ridden, with hundreds of tourists north-
bound for . . . mostly interior Alaska? Out of those numbers, I saw zero carry-on kayaks and only 
a handful of bikes—so nearly all travel plans involved petroleum. I didn't expect to see friends 
on this midsummer run, but there were several Juneau parties, and all of them were on muscle-
powered adventures. Tim Moore & grand-nephew accounted for 2 of those bikes. The Hagens 
and daughter-&-friend were bound for the Chilkoot Trail. Alex Wertheimer was aboard, and Tom 
Cosgrove—who has a place on the Peninsula near Ben&Irene—puzzled over the tablet-map with 
me. He installed Avenza and I emailed him the ferrygis geopdf for his return leg. Coolest place-
names: Káakw Xán, below the little man (Kakuhan Range), Yéil Áx' Sh Wulgeigi Yé, where raven 
swung (Mt Sinclair canyon), Xíxch' Kanduwataayi Yé, where frog [toad?] packs drift ashore (S of 
Katzehin). Are there elders at Tlákw.aan, eternal village (Klukwan) who remember these stories?

08 Lighthouse   Neixa Yei, boat saver (Eldred Rock). Does boat saver pre-date the light-
house? Is there a background story? This island must always have served as emergency landing 
refuge in gales. Cathy knew an engaged couple who washed up here on an ill-advised kayak cross-
ing. They never got married. Neixa Yei saved their boats but not their trust, or conjugal future.

Although I've misplaced my avenza track, I'm pretty sure we passed off the port side, and this 
view is westward, with S'alwán, no transl (Sullivan Island) in distance.

 11 Pk 5,560  I red-circled this mountain (noTN or english?) on map, right. DSal is limestone 
of Devonian/Silurian age. In foreground, Triassic phyllite and semischist (TrPsa) of Kadagoon, 

Right: Spur-of moment 
navigational geopdf for 2nd 
half of the voyage. Orange 

trackline is hand-drawn best 
guess. For bedrock codes 

see jilkaat.pdf>bedrock.
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island with springwater (Kataguni). There's another island (Spuhn) in Áak'w Tá 
(Auke Bay) by this same name, and probably others in every kwáan territory. Obvi-
ously, to camp for more than a day or two on an island, it's nice to have local water. 
Islands like Kadagoon are also strategically valuable as lookouts and fort sites, from 
which to scan for wronged clans seeking revenge, or Boston men seeking your secret 
trading route.

Irene and Ben met us at the terminal and handed over their SUV for the duration of 
our stay, caravaning us to our beautiful home (thanks, Jessica! Crowes!) at the conflu-
ence of Mud Bay and Small Tracts Roads. We settled in, then T&N went walking 
along the shore of Jilkáat, cache (Chilkat River), while Cathy and I headed over to 
the end of Sawmill Road, where Takushanuk Watershed Council and LCC share 

offices and a conference room. Jessica had put the word out, and about a dozen folks 
came for pizza and discussion. Cathy took notes. I projected my ArcGIS project as a 
way to zoom around in the watershed as different ideas and areas arose. 

Clay Frick, Annisa Berry, Ben Kirkpatrick, Carol Tuynman, Eric Holle (pres, 
LCC), Mario Benassi (board, LCC) Derek Poinsette (Sci. Dir, TWC). Don & Justina 
Starzynski Hotch (CIV), Nicholas & Zorza Szatkowski, Jessica Plachta. 

Jessica informed me there was an opportunity to run up the Tahini tomorrow with 
the 2 Nicks: Jans and her husband, in a jet boat. Unfortunately there was limited 

seating, and our AK-MX party wanted to stick together. Maybe my next 
visit can be timed to one of NJ's.

originals of all these smoke-pics are dim & washed out, requiring  
radical salvage in HDR-toning. Thus the rather artificial 'affect.'
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Meeting notes
Notes from Cathy Pohl:
Intro by Jessica—Goals and key focal areas of project:

●  Elevate status of Chilkat & awareness of 
irreplaceability

●  Involve community & students in process
●  Info & increased awareness/value/status to help with 

long term protection incl. climate change, baseline info, 
changes in past & ongoing or expected

●  Location & importance of corridors in context of 
changes due to climate & development

●  Bring in ecologically oriented foresters re ecosystem 
integrity in face of climate change

●  Consider cross-border species, migration & ecologi-
cal communities

●  ID invasive species risks & management needs to 
prevent invasions. Example, unlimited hunting now of 
mule & white-tailed deer, concern re ticks/disease. 

●  Management & climate change. Example: DOT 
raised road 30 ft & changed bridge to deal with increasing 
landslides related to permafrost melting on ridges)

RC: I've loosely re-organized what was actually 
a random all-over-the-map discussion into standard 
bedrock-to-bugs sequence. Mostly from Cathy's notes with 
a few of my own recollections.

Bedrock geology:
Karst at Cave Ck. Nick noticed error in my bedrock-geo 

overlay, where DSal failed to be included in the dark-blue 
karst category. (PS: I've since tweaked the USGS bedrock 
layer symbology but there's more to be done.) . 

Mention of magnetic anomalies. This is hopefully well 
mapped in my ultramafics 'rock families' symbology. Do 

local folks know of more enclaves?

Surf-geo/glaciology:
Landslides: Ben heard that DOT used their recent 

LiDAR bare earth to measure volume of movement (? toe 
of Takshanuks somewhere?) on one of the recent slide 
cones. Results were sobering.

Some quakes last year near Kelsall Lake, the canyon.
Permafrost. On ridges, US side, and in Canada. Who is 

our best source on its distribution in the Greater Chilkat?
Ben: How fast are glaciers retreating? 
Incomplete mapping of glaciers on RC draft PS: I've 

since added many from IfSAR and ArcOnline late-season 
imagery but there's more to be done, fine-tuning morainal 
deposits from Arctic DEM,  historical air photos etc.

Hydrology:
Little Salmon Back Pond is precious, year-round water
Jessica: upwelling areas, are these mapped? Ice free 

areas? Winter aerials would be a good way to show this. 
Perhaps a cold-weather drone survey.

Ben: Ed Bugliosi has written about Tsirku. (PS: back 
home, downloaded all his publications, but still don't have 
all the Bishop papers on upper Jilkáat hydrology.)

Jessica: Whole Little Salmon system is open in winter. 
Clear Ck stays open coming out of Chilkat lake. There is 
upwelling in old Tsirku Channel. (where?) 1

1  From Eric Holle review: As to upwellings, "be sure to include Kelsall 
Delta where it enters Chilkat, & another delta a couple miles upriver 
from there where the Kelsall fans out into multiple braids and logjams. 
ADF&G grunts call that "the delta." I sliced and diced fish carcasses 
there for 10 seasons. Lots of bears. Also good area to see long term 
effects of excessive clearcutting."

Habitats/succession:
Ben: 7 mile saddle, pine, birch, large spruce, some 

mention of fir on peninsula?
Eric: we need a map of remaining old-growth forest, , 

26 mile has some. There are few developed trails, so it is 
difficult to access old growth for people to see it and care 
about it. What sort of old growth corridor remains?

Nicholas can show us old growth near the Little 
Salmon. (PS, RC: my notes for 0708, following, describe 
an almost pure hemlock OG forest. Does any of the mixed 
cottonwood-spruce type qualify as old growth?)

Maps of forest structure, successional condition
Marion: Basin around Kelsall lake: white spruce, 

lodgepole pine, subalpine fir, mtn hemlock, very diverse.
Don Hotch: Seaweed. Sea asparagus doesn't grow any 

more, used to be subsistence picking, mushrooms, moss 
(?)

(R: St James Bay has glasswort. anything N of there?)

Fish:
Ben: Tahini means king salmon (duh), but euros used 

to think the kings all spawned at Stonehouse.
Kelsall coho run in January.
Any layer of “fomer spawn area” – Joe Hotch will 

know where these were, 18 mi, 10 mi, coho, pinks, 
chum. One run just S. of Klukwan, washed out by land-
slide… new one at 25 mi on Kelsall.

There are lake trout in Kelsall Lake, only lake trout in 
the whole basin. Probably connected to the Yukon earlier. 
(PS: any other northern species? Lit on dispersal?)

Mammals (mostly from Mario):
Sheep are rumored but poorly documented in the pass. 
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Beaver surprisingly scarce. Maybe not recovered from 
suppression in early Euro times? Can someone help me 
assemble an abundance map? Eric says during ADF&G 
work 1991-2001 he noticed lots of summer homes for 
beavers along banks of Chilkat above Kelsall confluence.

Ben: in 90s, beaver coming back, cyclical,
Eric agrees they're coming back. Glacial rebound is 

affecting things, succession, beaver not always where you 
think they would be. Why? trapping? Can someone at 
F&G give us an overview of trapping?

Bear-human relations relatively good? Who is best for 
an overview of issues with conditioning and habituation? 
Someone at F&G?  Hot foot trails, Tahini/Chilkat interec-
tion and up at Kelsall

Wolverine (12?) in valley, recreational trapping, indica-
tion of trapping pressure being high now.

Bat surveys, more species of bats than other parts of 
SE. Long straight valley. A funnel, a corridor.

Lynx (from later phone conversation): Eric's neighbor 
is an authority, global significance.

Birds:
Mario says gyrfalcon are regular in the pass. Written 

about, Beebe, tree nesting? (RC, in Beebe 1974?) Probably 
breeding but nests not found. Only place outside Arctic 
Circle. Ground squirrels probably main prey in summer. 
Gyrs also overwinter, when they probably switch to ptar-
migan.  Also golden eagles, snowy owls (nesting?)

Mario also says that several migrants who typically 
breed much farther north are known to stop and breed 
here, far out of range. He speculates these are exhausted 
birds who stop at the first place that fits their search 
image for breeding habitat. I can't remember his list . . 

.hudsonian godwit, what else? (Weedon,1960 also had 
records)

Willow ptarmigan come down into the valley in 
winter. This is a low year for ptarmigan. (all spp or just for 
willows?) Get names of local birders from Jessica.

Mario: riparian habitat, olive-sided flycatcher (where 
was he talking about? mentioned their status as state 
species of concern).  

Western screech owls  Northernmost habitat for a 
number of species—sooty grouse, chickadees (some 
blackcaps here), QC goshawk is in the Bald Eagle Foun-
dation. on display, moribund.  Are QCs breeding?

They (who?) have been establishing the value of the 
valley as waterfowl migration corridor.

On Kelsall 'delta' Eric saw a dozen kestrels in one 
cottonwood snag one time. (thus, local breeding? I don't 
think they migrate together)

CP: recent info to add from Canada on birds. 

Culture: 
Traditional knowledge, example: fire history, someone 

mentioned a name for this.
Don Hotch says there is interest in a Klukwan meeting 

to discuss the atlas project.
Iceman: Eric Holle has walked the Samuel Glacier site 

where the iceman was found. He says that to cross from 
Tat to Klehini watersheds, the additional elevation is worth 
the effort. My assumption that the O'Connor River bottoms 
were least-effort doesn't account for difficulty navigating 
the gorge—too deep and rugged for walkers. 

CP: recent info to add from Canada on melting snow-
patch archeo studies

The village council will have ideas on areas to focus on, 

considering invasives?  

Threats & opportunities: 
This was maybe Ben: to get ball rolling, areas Jessica 

pointed out and other areas on the block, Constantine 
mine, what is at risk in these places: old growth dependent 
species, traditional uses (what data?)

Timber: state forest & university just waiting for change 
in market, esp. China. Biomass in China, emerging market 
for conversion of coal fired plants, may use cottonwood.

The state university, unlike some other agencies, is not 
obligated to consult with the tribe.

University timber sale (Klehini Block?). is currently on 
hold, considering carbon credits instead of logging, so not 
as urgent now.

Timber sales bid on but not logged (are they in 
default?): 
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Baby Brown timber sale, between Glacier Ck and the 
border, initial 160 acres sold to Shorty Tonsgard  (maybe 
there was another here but I missed it)

Land transfer history. Jessica: Has not always been 
legal or ethical.

Jessica: Index of cumulative ecological risk, how 
protected and how much biodiversity. Little protection in 
valley. (RC: Aud-TNC assessment shows Chilkat Province 
highest on both axes: diversity and risk.)

Ben: in spite of Eagle Preserve? (RC: not sure how 
Dave & John measured, or how they defined 'protection.')

Native allotment land. (RC: flipped through some 
of the parcel layers I downloaded into jilkaat.mxd 
from Joel. We need to comb through these with an 
'atlasing-exec-committee.') 

Jessica—what areas for on-the-ground focus in this 
atlasing project?: Base Chilkat ridge, to NW,  knobs sep – 
it is for sale next by state (Mental Health Trust?)

Response to Ring of Fire FEIS, 2006. BLM lands
Corridor between lake and river in current management 

plan, some areas set aside for wildlife habitat—try to get 
whole area set aside.

Ben: special places, Eagle Preserve—but Kelsall and 
Tahini are the main areas for king (they know now)—left 
out of plan protection. Not known until early 90s.

Bridge on Kelsall blew out last year, but they have sales 
laid out.

Contaminants in the upper watershed:
There is agent orange (that is 2, 4 D herbicide?) on 

Canadian side of pipeline; they found barrels in the 90s, 
full, leaking. DDT too? Kelsall, in a 10 yr period, king 
spawning went away.

Jessica later related that a family up by the border, one 

has non-Hodgkins lymphoma and their water was contam-
inated when she was growing up.

Cartography: 
Reviewed layers received from Joel at DNR. Prospects 

for LiDAR.
New transboundary GIS layers?
Jessica: include maps that represent seismic activity, 

some recent ones near Constantine and on Glacier Bay 
side too. Perhaps USGS has something.

R: Yes, there are detailed maps of fault lines.
Mario: There are drone photos for the Constantine 

paper (PS can't find this) Mark (?—aerials for Rock Paper 
Fish?) is a licensed drone operator. 2

Is there a need for a similar scoping meeting with the 
village? xxxx Hotch? someone had been mapping use 
areas... Discussion of cartographic confidentiality.

Groups, websites, contacts: 
●  Klukwan School staff: (907) 767-5551
Bradley King, Principal bking@chathamsd.org  ●   Frances Leak, 
Klukwan Office  fleak@chathamsd.org  ●  Janice Byerlee, Pre-K - 2  
jbyerlee@chathamsd.org  ●  Jennifer Marschke Pre-K - 5 jmarschke@
chathamsd.org  ●  Cody Hotch, Paraprofessional  ●   Kath Hotch, 
Paraprofessional  ●   Joleen Hotch, Paraprofessional  ●   Gely Diaz, 
Paraprofessional  ●   Marsha Hotch, Tlingit Studies  ●   Justina 
Starzynski Hotch, Tlingit Studies  ●  Yvette Clay, Cook

●  Chilkat Indian Village (CIV) Tribal Council Members  ●  Tribal 
Council President: Kimberley Strong  ●  Vice President: Jones P. 
Hotch, Jr.  ●  Tribal Council Secretary: Joanne Elsie Spud  ●  Council 
Members: Jeffery Klanott Sr.  ●  Johnnie Gamble  ●  Genevieve 
Stevens  ●  Brian Willard  ●  Contact the council at klukwan@

2 Listed under Additional cinematography for RPF: Travis Rummel, 
Victor Murillo, Mark McNamara, Mario Benassi, Brian Rivera 
Uncapher, Marcus Reynerson. Mark is Haines resident so is he the 
licensed operator Mario referred to? 

chilkat-nsn.gov

●  Jilkaat Kwaan Heritage Center (JKHC) www.
jilkaatkwaanheritagecenter.org/  Director: Lani Hotch, Kaagwaantaan

●  SEACC's Chilkat Watershed Organizer. Shannon Donahue. 
Moved to Haines in 2010.

●  AK Outdoor Sciences. Scott Ramsey https://www.aoss.education/

●  Alaska Nature Tours. https://alaskanaturetours.net/ Dan Egolf, 
forester, Daniel Bertsch, science teacher

Conclusion, scope of project, extensions: 
What is scope of this project, versus extensions and 

outreach that use the info down the road:
Don Hotch: What about the marine environment? Sulli-

van Island, South tip of peninsula. (RC: I understand the 
importance but since this could double the scope of the 
initial project I suggest limiting to the 'terrestrial' environ-
ment in phase-one.)

Folks asked about about doing GIS with students, asked 
if you (RC) had done that. I (CP) said layers could maybe 
be posted for use on ArcGIS Online, and mentioned the 
Goldbelt course Why do we live here.

Eric Holle suggested having a Bioblitz in the valley, 
either as a lightweight student thing or more hard core. We 
could ask Kristen Romanoff, Karen Blejwas (both F&G), 
USFWS, or SAWC/Hudson if they would be interested...

Mapping for CIV-CIA-JKHC.
Other web outcomes, shared and inter-linked postings 

from LCC-TWC-CIV-CIA-JKHC- DiscoverySoutheast.
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20190707 Into the pass
Another day of sweltering heat in the lowlands, normal for Mexicans but borderline tolerable for 
Cathy and me. Fortunately, we were bound for the Canadian highlands. Jessica's family would 
meet us at Klehini bridge pullout, to caravan up to Nánde Héeni Yei Kéich Yé, sits in water facing 
north (Three Guardsmen), for a day exploring the alpine/boreal sources of Jilkáat. I traded seats 
with Jessica, so she could give the tour to CT&N while I chatted with Nick and Zorza.1

1 Zorza—polish for aurora—will be 7 in September,  

 47sc

Bull moose circles into cover after being displaced from 
pond at X. Both positions marked on following flightlog 

map. "sc" = screen capture from aerial video.
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07 Trumpeter swan  Tomorrow, on 
Little Salmon, was supposed to be Tina's 
'swan day.' But as we passed 37-mile pond, 
a pair of trumpeters were calmly dabbling 
50 yds away, heads down for as long as half 
a minute. We all piled out onto the roadside 
to set up Cathy's scope & tripod. Tina was 
thrilled. (Norma photo, N04)

15 Swan eggs  Wasn't til we were 
about to leave that Jessica spotted a couple 
white dots atop this beaver lodge in the 
west-pond shallows. Renesting? Or an earli-
er hatching failure? Either way, why haven't 
ravens eaten the unguarded eggs?

 N04
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 14  15
07sc Headshake  I briefly tripoded the Lumix 60 before folks began trading off with the scope. (PS: Should have spent more time 

filming because we never found the Little Salmon swans on 0808). Got just 2 video clips, mostly head-under, snaking around in submerged 
aquatics (Myriophylum?). In slo-mo, noticed that after each foraging bout, she shook off the water with a couple lateral rotations. Jessica 
says the Little Salmon cygnets are already accompanying their parents. I suspect this pair's first brood or eggs failed and they're renesting. 
Seems kinda careless, though, to leave such a visible nest open to predation from corvids or mustelids. Is that why they lost the first set?

14 Active cavity  Closeup of snag in center of photo 15. Brown scuffing below entry indicates occupancy this year. A woodpecker 
was drumming nearby and I played the Sibley tapes contrasting hairy with sapsucker, but can't remember which it was. (PS: On 0808 we 
saw a fledged sapsucker juvie, so maybe this nest was also recently emptied, explaining lack of noise and visitation.)

15 Sandpiper scoping  A shorebird of some kind flew out into the marsh beyond that snag, but we never confirmed the species. 
Flew like a spotted but never called.

 07sc

journal continues after 2-page sidebar
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38-year return interval
Tina last visited Alaska in May and June, 1981, 
when she was 17 & I was 30. Here's some 
excerpts from my journals, inked onto RinR 
paper with rapidograph:

19810515  Eagle Beach High OC, occasional 
rain, 2@7:03am

1414. Sea lion bull smiled at us at <10 yds, 
rolling head sideways in water & baring teeth 
but not snorting w/ the usual macho. Stayed 
extra long as I talked to him, telling him to come 
say hi.

1415. At ~6am, Tina and me watched an 
otter swim ashore with a big fish. We stood over 
the rocks where it could be heard crunching 
bones. This was in a cavern about as far out 
as the tide goes on the south rocky coast. We 
sat quietly on its supposed exit route for ~10 
minutes, til it finished eating. Finally it appeared, 
a big one, beneath a rock <6ft away, trying to 
make it into the water without exposing itself. 
Saw us & backed into the rocks, comically.

19810516  Eagle Beach High OC, occasional 
rain, 1.9@7:39am

1425. M. found 3 trumpeter swans, photo-
graphed them at Dowitcher Slough [far right], 
& returned for us and the scope. We got within 
30 yards and steadied the scope on a driftlog. 
Necks amazingly dextrous as they preened. 
A glaucous-winged gull next to em looked 
tiny. One was immature, though not noticeably 
darker at a distance. 

They flew to a slough across Herbert/Eagle 
at approach of 2 scouts. But 2 others scared K

at
hy

 Y
ur

m
an

M
ar

ty
 P

ea
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em from that spot also and they went out to rivermouth flats. 
Floated rapidly downriver scanning banks, and I thought, what an 
effortless way to hunt plants. Tracks they'd left in Dowitcher mud 
looked like dinosaur prints. Size of my outstretched hand.

19810529  Blue morning, high OC by noon, rain on Home Mtn by 
3pm. Yankee Basin camp.

1491. ♂ hooter flushed in Bearshit Grove. Wanted to shoot it 
but Tina said no so we ate veggie. I said I was gonna shoot the 
next one but it turned out to be the ♀. 

 1496. As we approached our watering creek on return to 
the Rain Camp, Tina called me back to inspect a bearshit she 
thought might have been left since our last passage. I was 
searching for a stick to poke it for the steam test when Tina heard 
what she later described as a grumble "like someone when they 
have to get out of bed" and pointed uphill 30 yards to a thrashing 

in the salmonberries. Two black bears came charging downhill 
at us. At ~25 yds I fired the .44, 10 ft to the left of the leader. 
The rear bear, who turned out to be a second-year cub, imme-
diately fled up the 30o brushy slope. Its mother kept coming, 
though a bit slower. I sat for a braced rest and said loudly that 
I'd shoot her if she didn't go back. She stopped at my voice and 
turned back a step or two—now ~20 yds away—then stopped 
to reconsider. I was slightly relieved but figured another yell 
might help. My voice cracked. She retreated 2 more steps and 
pretended to eat while the cub scrambled up the hill. Tina, 
standing behind me, laughed. After a few minutes of fake graz-
ing, mom started dignifiedly uphill. Thank you, bears.

PS 2019: This incident was the first evidence that Tina might 
be a bear magnet. She was a Deadhead, and began to use 
one of the Grateful phrases—"hey now!"—when moving upwind 
through dense brush. For years afterward, her snailmail signoffs 

38 years after fieldnote 
1425, Tina concluded 

swans are her spirit animal. 
This pair on 37-mile pond 

seemed to concur.
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to me read "may all your bears be far away." Turns out I've misremembered some of the 1981 
encounters, which makes me really appreciate the value of notetaking, and waterproof ink. 

19810625  1.3 blue, cumulous, lovely. Ferry to Haines. Thumb to BC.
1604. Sheep sorrel on Haines roadsides. Fireweed blooming, well in advance of Juneau's. 

Higher ratio cottonwood-to-alder on roadside strip. POTR fluff fills the air along Chilkat River.
1605. Couple who live at 35 mile in little shack right off the road gave us a ride to the border 

station where we walked across. 
En route, they entertained us with accounts of their bear experiences in the vicinity. At 12:30, 

0622, they saw a large cinnamon bear at 37-mile, and returning, a smaller black in the same 
place. Mating couple? They've seen 3 different (?) cinnamons in the last month, and 5 blacks in the 
past 5 days, all on the road. Guides in the area say they concentrate on the road to graze dandeli-
ons, but tourists & residents probably also feed them, as later events indicated . . .

On the BC side we walked about 2 miles and sat at a pullout scoping for goats and fishing for 
a Kluane ride. Prints of small black bear, moose and coyote in the dirt. Finally, a guy from a BC 
road camp took us to Rainy Hollow and dropped us at a level but meager pulloff tentsite ~10pm. 
Warned us about the 4 black bears and one griz in the area. We zipped the door against dust and 

strung our food. Nodding off, a truck braked and yelled "Anybody in there?"
"Yeah" (oh shit, RCMP?)
"There's a couple bears down the road."
"Oh, Thanks." Scrambled for shoes and glasses and ran out to see a pair of 

black bears 40 yards north, center of the road, posture-threatening the truck 
and alternately mosseying our way, probably with thoughts of handouts. Appar-
ently ♀ followed by larger ♂.  Guy in the truck said to hold tight and he'd try to 
turn em away. He approached, honking, but they just turned broadside and said 
'oh yeah?,' refusing to move even to a light tap with the bumper. Finally, the ♂ 
departed, but the ♀ tried to move around the truck toward us. 

Pickup driver backed up to us and said to jump in the bed. Tina did while 
I looked around for rocks. Driver got out and took off his shoe to whack her, 
saying she was spoiled cause workers in the camp we just passed, and the  
3-guardsmen camp 8 miles north feed her all the time. She wouldn't turn til hit 
in the side with a softball-sized rock. That made her trot off about 10 paces. The 
driver had been close enough to kick her. 

He said he'd take us to 3-guardsmen pass above treeline where bears were 
rarely sighted. We knocked down the tent with everything inside and threw it in 
back of his truck. At 3-guardsmen we weren't sleepy anymore, though it was 
midnight after a long day. So we made coffee before turning in.

1606. From what people on both sides say, the griz-to-black ratio here is 
about 1:4 or less. This open country would be griz, though. Hmmmm. Tina just 
told me her deodorant is honeysuckle-scented.

PS: 1981 was a peak hare year. Saw ~10 in one road-mile. Ground squirrels 
also abundant. They got into our food at 3-guardsmen.

19810628  Mostly blue again, Slims River camp, Kluane.
1651. Grizzly! Oh boy! Pronounced hump. Sandy with brown legs and belly. 

Up in the Dall sheep meadows, energetically cruising for rodents. We each 
watched ~3 minutes through the scope, then looked over to the sheep herd 
for a size comparison, but couldn't relocate our bruin. Never paused while we 
watched, aimless, constantly changing direction, sniffing, climbing, dropping. 

PS: Signing out later at Kluane vis-center and filling out an observation form, 
I learned this was likely a large male known to use both sides of the river. Prob-
ably was hunting arctic ground squirrel. 

Slims River camp
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We'd been reminded to bring our passports and IDs for 
the border crossing, which went smoothly, both coming and 
going (T&I were searched, 38yrs ago). Climbing through 
Rainy Hollow, Nick explained this was a zone of high precip 
where the coastal fog encounters cooler elevations. Remind-
ed me of a climb to alpine from boreal bottoms of T’áchán 
shahéeni, stinking king salmon at headwaters (Tatshenshini) 
that began and ended in flora very unlike the coastal rainfor-
est I know best. In between, however, in subalpine zones, we 
transited a lush meadow that overlapped almost completely 
with flora of similar elevations above Juneau. I speculated 
that clouds formed there for some topographic/catabatic 
reason. Nick said when Canadians descend into Rainy 
Hollow, they think they've 'arrived' in the rainforest, only to 
find that Klehini bottoms farther along are much like what 
they're used to back in the boreal.

At the top of Rainy Hollow there's a striking transition 
from forest to tundra. It's even more dramatic on return, 

Glaciers, moraines 
(green), streamlines, 

waterbody poly-
gons, contours & 

12m DEM from BC 
GIS clearinghouse  
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when you suddenly hit the wall of hemlock rainforest (TSHE or TSME?). Northbound, on 
a bench above V-notch Seltat Creek, we emerged onto tundra-covered hillocks. I've puzzled 
over this landform on previous trips, here and at Tutshi Lake on White Pass road. They 
look like mini-drumlins, too small to pick up on BCs 12m-DEM-based hillshade.1 Cathy 
Connor's first edition of Roadside geology described the Tutshi hills as eskers but there's no 
comment in her new 2014 publication. I've spent most of a day now downloading every-
thing I can find on BC-YK geology and landforms, and find no mention of these hills. Next 
time, should get out and fly them. Unlike the terrace in this pano, they don't seem to result 
from removal of a higher surface, but are depositional convexities of some sort. 

1  The clearinghouse purports to offer patches of 5m DEM (from IfSAR?) but I failed repeatedly to download it. 
Either links are broken or I'm not authorized. 

 31

31 Terrace pano  Off in smokey distance is a gently inclining (?) pale 
line, presumably same lichens covering foreground flats. On past transits through 
Chilkat Pass to Haines Junction, I've admired these remnants of the Yukon 
Plateau described by Templeman-Kuit (1980). Although this area's a bit south of 
his coarse-scale drainage-reversal map series covering the whole southwestern 
province, I think he'd interpret this bench as part of a pre-Pleistocene, southwest-
flowing drainage system, created before glacial blockade allowed piracy by the 
headward-cutting Yukon River. Again, my hillshade is too coarse to pick up 
these benches, but an IfSAR or LiDAR DEM could certainly reveal subtleties 
not available to geomorphological reconstruction to date. It could also confirm or 
refute elevational correspondence of disparate remants of the Yukon Plateau.* 

We parked in Three Guardsmen Pass and headed east through open alpine 
tundra—delightful d2 strolling with only occasional d4 breasting through string-
ers of willow and dwarf birch. Scanned the highlands for goats or sheep but 

* In jilkaat_atlas.pdf>surficial geology I quote Slaymaker 
ed (2016) noting that Jackson et al (2012) "have differing 

views  on the Miocene drainage pattern of the Yukon." 
Checking that paper, I found no explicit dissent, but lots 
of pre-glacial volcanic events that may have contributed 

more to drainage reversals than ice-blockage. Either 
way, what's going on with this bench?
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never found any. ORVs have left tracks that may not heal for 
decades.  We walked in them to avoid crushing lichens. Appar-
ently enforcement is non-existant here.

17 Xeric flora  Rather than taking notes on vegetation, I 
snapped quick iphone macros. Back home, opened my rarely 
used Plants of northern British Columbia, by basically the 
same Lone Pine team who wrote Southeast's plant bible, in this 
case MacKinnon, Pojar & Coupe (1992). Two differences: the 
BC guide lacks range maps, forcing reliance on sparse range 
notes unde ecology. Also, Nancy Turner was not a coauthor, 
reducing ethnobotanical utility. This collage is mostly of plants 
adapted to thin-soil, drought-exposed sites, for comparison 
with more mesic flora in following photo mosaic 35.

A  Rhizocarpon, the map lichen used in lichenometry.
B  Spiraea beauverdiana, restricted to Haines triangle. 
C  Salix spp, dwarf willow. 4 possible species listed.
D  Linnaea borealis, twinflower
E  Dyras octopetala, mtn avens, limited to YK border
F  Campanula lasiocarpa & Cladina stellaris harebell & 

reindeer lichen
G  Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, kinnikinnick, bearberry
H  Potentilla fruiticosa, shrubby cinquefoil  17

https://cpawsyukon.org/the-yukon-urgently-needs-off-road-vehicle-regulations/

YK chapter of CPAWS, the 
Canadian Parks & Wilderness 
Society, ran this piece from 
Malkolm Boothroyd, Campaigns 
Coordinator: 
"CPAWS Yukon generally 
supports the YK government’s 
approach, but emphasizes tools 
beyond ORV Management Areas. 

YK could address proliferation of ORV trails, and use its wetland policy to 
restrict the use of ORVs. We urge the Yukon government to protect the 
entirety of the territory’s alpine from ORV damage by designating all alpine 
areas within a single elevation-based ORV Management Area."
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It's been dry for days, and the 
lichens crackled underfoot as we 
crushed them. Because of their 
importance to caribou and reindeer, 
growth and regeneration has been 
fairly well studied, suggesting that . . 

25 Cladina  . . branches of this 
species extend ~0.5 cm/yr. So these 
full 'trainset trees' take a decade to 
grow? Let's say on a dry day, when 
they turn brittle, you vaporize 10 
'trees' per step. A century's worth 
of growth every time your foot 
comes down. Or am I missing some-
thing here? Probably there's a less 
embarrasing way to look at it.

 25
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 44
 26

In BC my Lumix 30x stayed on US time while my iPhone switched to Canadian. So when naming pics, sort-
ing by timestamp in ACDSee then renumbering sequentially, they didn't line up properly. Thus, telephoto 26 was 
actually taken after iPhone pano 44.  

44 Wetland  I brought the drone today, and asked Nick for suggestions on where to fly. He said the canyon 
of Stonehouse Creek is rugged and rarely walked. So we angled toward the lichen-covered ridge in middle 
distance, which looked close enough to the gorge to launch from—good place for a lunch break.  In between is 
a 1.5-acre sedge marsh, with pond (asterisk) at the east end.. J&Z and I waded across, while those with sneakers 
detoured. 

26 Least sandpiper  In the middle we flushed this nester, who fluttered a bit in broken-wing ruse, then 
walked ahead of me only 5 yards out. I tried for video but couldn't handhold steady enough. Got a few nice stills 
though, at max zoom in program mode. Later, looping back to our vehicles, we flushed a semipalmated plover. 
Back home, I downloaded the old 1960 Weedon paper on Birds of Chilkat Pass (lost my paper copy). Beautiful 
work by a well-rounded naturalist!  Robert saw leasts daily in 1958, including an "intense distraction display," 
but found no nests and conservatively listed ERMI as "probable breeder." What a great opportunity for a 'retake' 

study, across 60 years of avian succession, summering in the pass as Weedon did for his ptarmigan work, 
and mapping nest territories of the more visible/audible species.
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 35

35 Mesic flora  Weedon's lovely paper on bird habitats here, which 
I've transcribed and included as a sidebar in jilkaat.pdf, describes a mosaic 
including "herbmat," wet-sedge-willow-moss marsh, and early seral 
communities resulting from solifluction, scree and fluvial disturbance. My 
previous mosaic was of ankle-plants on challenged soils; these taller species 
grow on richer and mostly wetter sites. From MacKinnon et al (henceforth 
M,P&C): 

A  Veratrum viride  M,P&C say most abundant in wet subalpine.
B  Platanthera dilatata  the fragrant bog orchid.
C  Oxytropis sp  like Astragalus, there are many species. O. nigrescens?
D  Sphagnum sp  Judging from color alone, there are many species here.
E  Angelica lucida  With Heracleum, restricted to rich pockets.
F  Geranium erianthum  Likewise.
66  Astragalus nutzotinensis  Only A. alpinum is in M,P&C, so 

Koren brought over her big BC flora to puzzle this one out. Hultén shows 
it in range, and one of his few that illustrate such distinctly curved 'earing 

 66
 65
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 48  55

 32

 24  57
pods.' Norma split one (#65) and held it to her ear, intrigued 
by resemblance to her MX legumes.

24 Ground squirrel burrow  Never saw one or 
heard a peep. Low in cycle? Does it track the hare cycle?

48 Spermophilus parryii bones  Nick found 
these at our lunch spot. 

55 Vole nest  Flipped this over but nobody home.

Nagorsen's ID manual for BC lists 8 potential Arvicolinae 
(voles & lemmings) in Haines Triangle.

57 Vole runway  In Juneau I'd call this Microtus 
longicaudis but there are other possibilities here. Surprising 
persistence of subnivean sidecast that gets washed away 
within days of snowmelt down in the coastal meadows.

32 Moose  Jessica spotted this guy 360 yards away, 

Above: My archived loop over Stonehouse Creek 
gorge on DJI app. Moose position is marked in the first 

pond. From there, I veered NW and flew downstream 
over the canyon. Dotted white line shows the bull's 

retreat, to where I picked him up on the returning leg.
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 f1 sc1

as measured later in arcmap. I should have found a 
brace and taken a little 30x video of him, but was too 
focused on getting airborne and filming him from above. 
Reviewing that video, we were all surprised to see how 
far out into the pond he was standing. From our lower 
perspective, looked like he was right on the near 
bank. This trompe l'oeil must result in messy aquatic 
dismemberments, when hunters decide to take 
milfoil snufflers 'only a little ways' into the water. 
Oops! 

f1 sc1  In this and following stills, f1 = 
flight#1, sc = screen capture and stitch = mosaic 
stitched directly from video in Microsoft ICE. I 

now have a handful of experiences 
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 stitch 1

flying over ungu-
lates (NY white-
tails and AK goats so 
far) and have concluded 
they don't much like me. 
Sean Neilson sent me video of 
a pass over a cow&calf pair on the 
Dude Creek flats, from about 200 feet 
elevation. They departed briskly. 

stitch 1  I know it's self-serving, but I 
figure with the inevitable escalation of wildlife 

harassment by drones, that some 
of us should be experimenting, and 

Stitched from 15-second video overpass in ICE. North is to the left. 
Veg-mosaic—at this scale & on following orthophoto—illustrates Weedon's 

point (1960) that microcommunities rarely exceed a few acres, creating 
abundant edge or ecotones, boosting populations of breeding birds. 
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Ground (white) and 
air (yellow) tracks 

from my arc project for 
Greater Chilkat. Named 

photopoints are from 
onboard gps, not linked 

to badelf track (as I 
usually do in robogeo) 

because of the time 
conflict at the border. 
Base image (nd) from 

ArcGIS Online. Contours 
from BC spatial 
clearinghouse.  

dispassionately recording critter-response. Lack of apparent alarm 
can be misleading, as many large mammals are good at conceal-
ing fear—probably helpful in dealing with predators or aggressive 
conspecifics. I asked my partners to watch him in their binocs as I 
passed overhead.

Because we were on a high ridge in treeless tundra, I climbed 
to only 8 meters (from flight log afterward) before flying NW 
toward the moose pond. I only have these crude 40-meter contours, 
so can't measure how high I was above the pond, but the video 
appears to be between 30 and 60 meters high. 

My moose-watchers said he looked around as I passed over but 
didn't seem obviously disturbed. At 1:10 on the video, he looked 
directly around at me when I was 70 meters away. 1 When directly 
above, he swung that big rack around, probably having trouble 
triangulating on the 'swarmy-bees' sound. 

After that I refocused on Stonehouse canyon, and none of us 

1  DJI GO archives flight logs in the cloud, later allowing you to scroll to any 
position on the track and read elevation, distance, speed, camera direction, etc.  
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 f1 sc2

noticed that our moose left the pond! It wasn't 
until reviewing the movie that we discovered him 
moving into the willows above the eastern shore, 
about 60 yards from where he'd been wading 
(inset). So, yes, he was annoyed by the drone—
just hadn't responded immediately. This aligns 

with most other experiences I've had or heard of with drones and large mammals. 
It also suggests that in open country a hunter could not only locate game, but quite 
likely move a moose into range using drones like sheepdogs. ADFG regs prohibiting 
hunters from "scouting" with drones are well-reasoned.

This winter, Riley Woodford at ADFG contacted me for rights to use screengrabs 
from vimeo I'd posted on flights over Skeena River. In April he used them to illustrate 
an article on Drones and hunting.*   I've been in communication with Riley, NPS 

* https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=wildlifenews.
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 stitch 2

& FS researchers & managers, and F&G game biologist Kevin White, who may soon be purchasing a drone 
for wildlife study. We need to understand tolerance thresholds of different species, as well as stresses hard 
to measure visually. More tests of animals fitted with heartrate monitors are needed, similar to the one that 
showed black bear pulses spiking during flyovers. *      

f1 sc2, stitch 2  Pretty obvious from these views what Nick meant about accessibility challenges in 

* https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/even-bears-annoyed-drones
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 f1 sc9

Stonehouse canyon. Too small to float and too deep and steep-walled for hikers. 
f1 sc9  Back over launch site, this view SSW shows country we hiked through, 

including the sandpiper marsh&pond in pano 44. Also shows prevalence of 
4-wheeler tracks, even on these hills ~1/2 mile from the highway. I'm intrigued by 

the color difference between 2 lichen communities at A & B. The latter is probably 
mostly Cladina stellaris (photo 25) whereas our lunch spot in the A-type looks more 
disturbed. From shallower winter snow protection, or trampling by hikers & crittters? 
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 52

52 Patterned ground  Zorza—who's attention 
heeds all scales (#47)—beelined straight for the out-of-sight 
cars—way better sense of direction than I could muster at his 
age from a childhood in sardined and gridded landscapes. 
Reminded Tina of watching 3-yr-old Loretta sprint into the 
fields of Las Piedrotas on my 1995 visit. She was shocked, 
as Loretta had never dared range so far away. But there was 
something in the big landscape that summoned a tiny girl.

Do these frost hummocks develop only over permafrost? 
Inset from Slaymaker (2016) implies we're outside of even the 
'weakest' zone—sporadic discontinuous—but that's the view 
from >300,000 feet. I need to learn more about the map of 
frozen ground. 
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Glaciers, moraines 
(green), streamlines, 

waterbody poly-
gons, contours & 

12m DEM from BC 
GIS clearinghouse. 
Kelsall Lake occu-

pies a 3-way divide. 
With little rise in lake 

level it could flow 
down the Flemer or 
the Tat. Is this how 

it came to have lake 
trout? And how long 

ago?

It was now ~3:30 pm, depending on 
which clock you believed—time for one 
more stop before heading back for dinner. 
I'd have liked to fly Kelsall Lake, but it's 2 
miles off the highway. We decided on Nada-
hini Creek near the head of the watershed, 
where Nick could show us a boreal white 
spruce woodland. I wanted some aerials 
of this habitat—a fringe community in 
Southeast Alaska but hands-down the larg-
est forest type on the continent. Nadahini 
flows north toward Kelsall lake, meeting 
the canyon of Yéil Héeni, raven's river 
(Kelsall)*  just below the lake outlet, and 
hooking back SE toward the US border.  

* Orth (1961) says Kelsall 
was "Jelchhini meaning 
'crow river'" according 
to the Krause brothers. 

Their error stemmed from 
corvid-conflation. T&M12 
explain that it's actually 
Yéil Héeni, raven's river.
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 f2 sc5

f2 sc5  WNW over 
Nadahini Creek on return 
to launch by our parked 
cars. Silted from cirque 
glaciers covering ~4 mi2 
to the north of peak 6,690. 
West Clear Creek, a tribu-
tary, comes out of trader's 
pass leading over into the 
great T’áchán shahéeni. 
Still aggrading here but 
starting to downcut in right 
distance, which shows well 
on preceding hillshade.

Flight 2 over Nadahini 
Creek. sc = position of 

screen captures
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 f2 sc1
 62

f2 sc1   From roadside launch. Brush is thicker and soils deeper in spruce wood-
land than back at The Pass on tundra mosaic. Bushwacking is ~d4+ here compared to 
~d2 in tundra. But we're on essentially the same contour here—3,000 feet. So what 
accounts for such dramatic changes? Temp? Precip? Wind? Cone-check confirmed 
white spruce. Are the pale trees balsam poplar?

62 Sheperdia  I didn't notice soapberry back in the pass but it's a community 
dominant here. M,P&C say "lowlands to mid-elevation forests," so this may be its 
upper limit. Klinka et al (1989) say "symbiotic with N-fixing organisms." Unlike the 
willows, I noticed no browsing. Is it defended? USFS plant database ranks it low 
palatability.
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 f2 sc3

Boreal forest and woodland 
covers 1.5 billion acres—largest 

forest type in North America.

Greater 
Chilkat

circled in 
red.

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/
forests-and-forestry/sustainable-forest-management/
boreal-forest/13071
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f2 sc3  Weedon's paper 
noted many dead spruces 
in The Pass in 1958, but 
these look mostly healthy. 
Aside from fire, what 
are principle causes of 
mortality? Does wider 
spacing make woodland 
less susceptible than 
closed forest to insects and 
disease? Here, as in sc1, 
looks like a patchwork of 
mostly d4 brush with d2 
openings.
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 61

Nick and I wondered if we could find Lutz spruce here—hybrids between white & 
Sitka  Before leaving Nadahini I walked out to the nearest spruce and took apart a cone. 
On a Tat float trip in 1993, I noticed that squirrels seeking white spruce seed didn't 
leave cone cores in their caches. Trying it myself, I realized there basically is no core. 

Today, I found the same thing. On the Tat, there's a 2-day float just above the AK 
border with no spruce at all. In Chilkat Pass there's a narrower but maybe equally 
'unhybridizable' gap. Range map (right) suggests white spruce doesn't come into the 
Greater Chilkat at all—and that Sitka doesn't make it even as far as Rainy Hollow. Both 
assumptions are probably wrong. 1 Comparing ranges on the Map of Life website (mol.
org), these from a 'specialty site' for conifers—however coarse-scale for our purposes—

are considerably more detailed. Hmmmm.
Clearly, we need better species range maps, and 

finding or creating them may be one of my most 
time-consuming tasks in the atlas project. 

Cathy---what birds heard here, compared to back 
at The Pass? Waxwing: did we decide on species?  
Weedon lists only bohemian. 

61 Beaver lodges  Heading back, we 
stopped for a moment to photograph these giant 

1 https://www.conifers.org/pi/Picea_glauca.php 

beaver lodges. After spot-
ting eggs atop the 37-mile 
lodge, our eyes were 
drawn to the white spot 
on the larger, distant one. 
Zooming in, though, it was 
only a stick.

Impressive what beaver 
can do with almost no trees 
to build from. This looks 
like the work of many 
generations. 

Back in the good old 
USA (okay, so maybe 
Canada's looking 'gooder' 
since 2016), we made one last stop. The Plachta-Szatkowskis drove a few miles past 
their turnout to show us an orchid hotspot, on the approach trail to the eagle preserve 
overlook. None are blooming now, but we got to see the plants. Jessica: what species? 
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 N01
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20190708 Little Salmon
Yesterday Jessica recommended 
we take the tour offered at the new 
Jilkaat Kwaan Heritage Center 
(JKHC). 1 Tina and Norma were also 
interested, so at 10 am, Jessica met 
us at the Klukwan turnoff, while Nick 
and Zorza launched their inflatable 
canoe, to be ready when we joined 
them at the Little Salmon. 

N01 Swing  T&N did a dualing 
camera thing while waiting for C&me 
to get our ducks in a row. Plan is to 
get back here in time to clean up and 
meet Seaplanes for a 5:50 departure.

04 Yard eagle  Tina's camera dropped off the car roof yesterday  
(hopefully to be repaired later?). So this morning I lent her the Lumix 

1 https://www.jilkaatkwaanheritagecenter.org/   T*M12 spells the kwáans Jilkáat 
and Jilkoot  Generally, I use traditional orthography for LingÍt names, but when an 
organization like JKHC chooses to dispense with accents and underlines, I follow 
their lead. Partly because of threats from Constantine Mine upstream, the community 
of Klukwan has partnered with SEACC and Guy Archibald to get the word out. Their 
home page links to a good 6-minute video summary: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?time_continue=405&v=nmeShaVQuLw

30x, to play with eagles that perch in the Crowe's yard trees. A 
pair kept trading off in the crown of this cone-laden spruce. 

Somewhere on the drive upriver, Cathy noticed roadside 
Melilotus alba, the dreaded white sweetclover. Yellow sweet-
clover is on the Little Salmon road. We haven't yet checked 
AKEPIC to see if they're in the database. 

N03 Jilkáat overlook  We rendezvoused with 
Jessica a little before the Center opened. Tlákw.
aan, eternal village (Klukwan), spreads along 
the toe of a 2.5 square mile alluvial fan 
delivering sediment from a lineup of 
unnamed (?) creeks off Iron Mountain 
(noTN?) in the Tatshanuk Range, and 
bulging into the confluence of 3 great 
glacial rivers: Jilkáat, L'ehéeni and 
Gathéeni (Chilkat, Klehini & Tsirku). 
In 1885 when George Emmons 

Photo numbers with prefix N 
are by Norma. T&N posted 
their best shots from the trip 
to google docs, which is fun, 
cause my own photography 
is pretty nature-focused and 
often neglects the human 
dimension.  
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 N02

visited, he observed:
"swift current concentrated in a single channel forming a strong eddy that permits the landing of canoes at any stage of the 
river." 

The Klukwan pinchpoint could be described as 'dueling deltas'—extremely dynamic aggredation and erosion. 
Is Emmon's eddy still present, and if so, has its location shifted? At salmon time, Heritage Center tourism 
piggybacks on large numbers of visitors drawn to the pageant that will soon sprinkle the background of Norma's 
(N03) view with ch'áak', bald eagles. Fish-cleaning tables line the riverbank. This was my first visit to Tlákw.
aan since the $8 million JKHC opened in spring, 2016. 

" Lani Hotch, the center's executive director, a master weaver and sister of tribal president Kimberley Strong, was the driv-
ing force behind creating the heritage center. Melissa Block, NPR 2

N02 Raven panel  The wall panels were installed in July 2017. Eagle panel is on the opposing side of 

2 Nice summary of center's founding by Mellisa Block is on NPR's website in their special series Our Land. https://www.npr.
org/2017/06/20/531612789/a-native-village-in-alaska-where-the-past-is-key-to-the-future  Another link on the JKHC site is to a 6:45-minute youtube 
about Klukwan, sponsored by Peak Design with mining commentary by Guy Archibald, SEACC: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nm
eShaVQuLw#action=share

 06

Left: Photos are prohibited in the 
JKHC so I pulled this collage off 
their website. 

Several Tlingit organizations in 
Greater Chilkat Watershed—and 
websites representing them—can 
be hard for an outsider to keep 
straight:

Chilkat Indian Village (CIV) 
http://chilkat-nsn.gov/  Pres: 
Kimberley Strong. ("Unlike other 
Tlingit communities in SE AK, Klukwan 
is governed exclusively by its traditional 
tribal council." M. Block, see footnote 2)

Chilkoot Indian Association 
(CIA) www.chilkoot-nsn.gov/  Pres: 
Georgina Hotch.

Jilkaat Kwaan Heritage Center 
(JKHC) www.jilkaatkwaanheritage-
center.org/  Director: Lani Hotch, 
Kaagwaantaan
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 06

06  Monster fly  Cathy 
pointed this out on a bench 
outside the center. Nothing here 
for scale but it was probably 
>2cm long. I sent the pic to Bob 
Armstrong and John Hudson for 
ID suggestions. Bob asked what 
the abdomin looked like, wonder-
ing about robber fly, which has 
a pointier butt than bees. Maybe 
ours was pointy but curved down 
out of sight? 

On the wonderful bugguide.
net website, the page for Large 
Robber Fly—Proctacanthus 
milbertii 1—has a photo and 
discussion of one that's >4cm. So 
the family Asilidae do have hefty 
members.

1 https://bugguide.net/node/
view/573362 

Whale House collection
Condensed from www.jilkaatkwaanheritagecenter.
org  Written prior to JKHC construction:
Kadjisdu.áxch is the name of the artist credited 
with creating the 4 houseposts in the Whale House 
Collection: 1) Strong Man or Black Skin Post, 2) 
Woodworm Girl, 3) Sea Creature Post, and 4) Raven 
Post. The collection also includes the woodworm 
feast dish and Rainwall Screen. Though some credit 
a Tsimshian artist for creating Rainwall Screen, 
others believe it was by Xetsuwu, a Gaanaxteidi 
leader who built the great Whale House of Winter & 
Pond photos of late 1800’s. Louis Shotridge credited 
Xetsuwu for the screen and one of his successors 
with painting it.  

The Whale House Collection is among the finest 
examples from that era. Collectors have made 
unsuccessful attempts to purchase them. The Chilkat 
Indian Village Tribal Government in the late 1970’s 
made it unlawful to remove or sell clan-owned 
artifacts from Klukwan in response to pressure art 
collectors put on village members to sell clan trea-
sures. Gaanaxteidi clan decided in January & June 
2013 meetings to place the collection in the JKCHC 
on a loan basis. The collection will be the center-
piece of the new JKCHC & Bald Eagle Observatory 
facility. Local carvers will build a replica clan house 
interior for the collection. To display it in Klukwan 
will heighten visitors' experience, more than in a city 
removed from the people and culture who made it. 

Another benefit of housing the collection in 
Klukwan is that the replica clan house will be made 
available to the Gaanaxteidi for ceremonial use.  
Access to the collection and use of the display area 
for ceremonial use is written into the loan agreement 
between the JKHC non-profit and Gaanaxteidi Clan.

the door. Jones Hotch, Gaanaxteidí clan leader, did the blessing. More on the JKHC 
website.

Cultural center tour  When the center opened, we purchased a full tour from 
the interpreters. I should have written down their names. Photos aren't allowed, for 
copyright and other reasons. I scribbled notes but it was hard to write fast enough 
cause the guides talk at Euro-speed. (It was funny to hear 'cliff-note' outlines of 
housepost stories from a Tlingit orator who sounded more like an AM radio host.) 
Here are some snippets, in no particular order:

● Master carver Jim Heaton says the real meaning of Lkoot is where the lake 
threw up. Acknowledges that you'll get a different story from their (CIA) culture 
bearers.3

● Lani Hotch (Kaagwaantaan) wove a blanket telling the story of Daxanáak 
(Berners Bay). I didn't fully absorb this but although it seems to be acknowledged 
as Áak'w Kwáan, there's shared Wooshkeetaan members throughout the northern 
kwáans. It would help if I had a listing of all the Klukwan and Chilkoot elders and 
culture bearers that included their maternal and paternal clans. Does such a list exist? 
Actually, pedigrees would be even better.

● Yandeist’akyé, faraway stuff drifts ashore (Yindastuki) is where people trans-
fered from cedar sea canoes to cottonwood river canoes. 

● Real meaning of Kaatx’waaltú, (19-mile village, translated rockslide in 
T&M12)) is where the rocks rumble, referring to The event?

● Didn't catch the name of the guide who walked us through the seasonal round 
of food-gathering and preparation. She was quite knowledgeable, and I wondered if 
Helen Watkins had been her mentor. In spring, Taak'w.eeti, they put up red ribbon 
seawead (Palmeria?) dried in sheets. Kutaan, summer, is salmon time. A thick 
round pole keeps the draped strips from touching. Yeis, autumn, is for soapberries, 
parties. Moose followed the Euro wagon trails down into the valley. First shot here 
was in 1923. Taakw, winter, is time for leisure and the arts.

● Xóots Hít Kaagwaantaan bear house is ~300 years old (by who's measure?).
● Sparkle in paint is from crushed mica. Gave lustre when viewed by firelight.

3  This checks with T&M12.  In the sidebar on Skagway's wayside exhibit, p53, Lkóot is lake that 
puked. But on the map page, #84 Lkoot is storehouse, or abundance of food. Does accented ó give 
different meaning? They're both applied to the same place. 
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● Ravenstail blanket by several local weavers.
Yellow pigment from "tree moss" (lichen maybe?)

● Yaay Hít, the Gaanaxteidí Whale house, 
200-250 years old, was twice the size of any other 
clan house. The carver of all 4 posts and probably 
the woodworm dish was a master artist who came 
up from Old Wrangell. [but if the dish is consid-
erably older, maybe not?] Following 4 posts are 
explained in more detail as sidebars in the Enge 
series (footnote 4 below):

Klukwan on orthomosaic, ArcGIS online. Robberfly photo-
point 06 is on bench outside JKHC. PS: not til spring 2020 
did I learn how to get image aquisition date from AOL, & 
by then this clear view was replaced by a smokey one 

from 20190630, only a week before our visit. 

A
O

L
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● Gunakadeit Gass sea creature post includes daughters of 
the creek who call salmon home. 

● Dukt'ootl Gass strongman post  Story from before the 
Gaanaxteidí moved north to Klukwan. From rock on west coast 
Tàan, sea lion (POW) [hmmm. is this story related to the island's 
name?]

● Yeil Gass raven post  Raven got T'a, king salmon's atten-
tion with insults "he's not that ugly." Used broken jade adze. 
Tu-kwut-lah-Yeil, telling lies Raven, references the lies Raven 
told to little birds—same as in Áak'w Kwáan's Yaxté Hít pole.

● Tlukwx Ass A Gass woodworm post  Story of clan's 
northward migration. Post is the tree in which woodworm lives. 
Ka-kuthch-an was the girl who fondled the worm. Wormheads 
form her ears.

● Rainscreen Raven story involves fooling petrel that he 
soiled himself. Raven (who was white) escapes with water in 
beak, turning black and dripping from his beak, creating all the 
world's rivers—thus the 'rain' in rainscreen. 4

● Frog house As with Yaay Hít artifacts, 4 poles and a rain-
screen from Xíxch’i Hít, frog house, now have their own room 
at JKHC. Repatriated so recently that interpretive tour & signage 
don't yet honor them. We were amazed at their beauty and style, 
and I hope their story will someday be told in the same depth as 
that of Yaay Hít.

4 The most comprehensive account of the Whalehouse collection controversy 
was a 5-part series by Marilee Enge of Petersburg in 1993, at the battle's 
height (www.adn.com/whalehouse/ ). No doubt many would prefer this laundry 
not be hung out, but it helps an outsider like me understand some important 
background.. In 2013 I reformatted the series into a single illustrated pdf, 
with sidebars & update from Morphet's piece in Chilkat Valley News. I have 
no permission to distribute this cobbled-together, multi-source document 
publicly but will share with anyone at CIV, CIA, LCC or TWC who agrees not to 
redistribute.  

JKHC unveils Frog House artifacts in 
Klukwan 
KHNS Claire Stremple, Jul 3, 2019
https://khns.org/jilkaat-kwaan-heritage-center-unveils-frog-
house-artifacts-in-klukwan

Frog House poles returned to Klukwan after 
43 years in limbo. Jilkaat Kwaan Heritage Center 
unveiled the treasured artifacts at a ceremony Monday.

Dozens of Klukwan residents and guests filed 
through exhibition rooms at JKHC to the beat of drums. 
They came to see carved wooden poles that once held 
up the Frog House and a replica of its raven screen. 
Frog House is one of dozens that stood on banks of 
Chilkat River. Only a few original clan houses are left.

The poles have been outside Klukwan since the 
70s. For a younger generation, their presence is a link 
to their heritage.“I feel overwhelmed with joy,” said 
Shauna Hotch, named for the sister of last Frog House 
caretaker. “My gram, it was her last dying wish to have 
the frog house stuff come back.” Her grandmother 
didn’t get to see the pieces return. She died last fall. 
But Hotch’s 6-month-old son gets to grow up with them.

There were tears of joy and sorrow. Not all frog 
house members agreed the pieces should come to 
Jilkaat Kwaan Center. “It’s ugly. The ugliness of the 
whole thing,” said Sally Burattin. When asked to speak 
at the ceremony, she said the tribe put her belong-
ings on display without her permission. Display of clan 
treasures departs from centuries of cultural practice. “I 
can’t wear a smile on my face. . . . How can my family 
be happy?”

But display of cultural items in the heritage center 
is modern compromise that keeps culture at home. 
The reason for that compromise goes back several 
decades. Disputes over ownership of clan treasures, 

or at.oow, have a long history. A Canadian art dealer 
bought the frog house poles and a raven screen in 
the late 70s. But Klukwan’s tribal Ordinance of 1976 
prohibits removal of “artifacts, clan crests, or other 
Indian art works” from Klukwan without tribal council 
approval. It sets Klukwan apart from other villages, 
and is the reason so many of the village’s artifacts 
are in the heritage center.

Klukwan was in litigation for years and finally 
settled the case: the dealer would return 4 posts and 
a replica of the raven screen. The artifacts would 
remain in Alaska on condition that pieces would be 
held in the State Museum in Juneau until the tribe in 
Klukwan could find a safe place to house them. The 
tribe had plans for a cultural center in the works.

“It was over 30 years before the center was 
built,” said Steve Henrikson, curator at Juneau State 
Museum. The 4 posts are a couple hundred years 
old and in mostly original condition. They were on 
display until the museum moved in 2016. “They’re 
considered masterpieces. Since so many Northwest 
coast and Tlingit artifacts and masterpieces have 
left Alaska it’s really rare to see something of that 
age that’s still in Alaska, let alone still owned by the 
original clan.” 

Smith or “Smitty” Katzeek is a tribal elder. When 
he got word the pieces would come back to Klukwan, 
he traveled to Juneau to accompany them home. 
“For myself it’s an honor to be part of what’s happen-
ing here,” he said. He sat in the Heritage Center 
wearing rainbow suspenders and watched commu-
nity members file through the exhibit with a smile.

“I hope our young people go from here and rebuild 
what our ancestors left behind.”

Centuries after the unknown artist first carved 
them, the frog house poles are supporting community 
in Klukwan again.
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Jilkáat & Jilkoot clans & houses
From Hope (2003): 
Jilkáat
Raven
Gaanaxteidí Gáanax head, Stewart

X’áakw Hít  freshwater-marked sockeye house
Yaay Hít  whale house
X'aak Hít  gully or ravine house
Kutis’ Hít  looking out house
Xíxch’i Hít  frog house
Ishka Hít  salmon hole (in river) house

Lukaax.ádi Lukaax, Duncan Canal
Naach’ooneidí ?
Noowshaka.aayí ?
Eagle
Kaagwaantaan Burnt house

Gooch Hít  wolf house
Kéet Hít  killerwhale house
Ligooshi Hít  killerwhale dorsal-fin house

Dagisdinaa Dakséet, Dangerous R?
Xeitl Hít  thunderbird house
Shis'gi Hít  sapling house

Dakl’aweidí Inside Sand, Stikine
Ch'eet Hít  murrlet house
Teilu Hít  moth house
Kéet Gooshi Hít  killerwhale dorsal house
Kéet Kwáani Hít  killerwhale people house
Kéet L’oót’i Hít  killerwhale tongue house
Kéet Déx’i Hít  killerwhale backbone house

Jilkoot 
Raven
Lukaax.ádi Lukaax, Duncan Canal

Yéil Hít  raven house
Yéil Kiji Hít  raven's wing house
Shaa Hít  mountain house
Kooshdaa Hít  land otter house
Geisán Hít  Mt Ripinsky house

Eagle
Shangukeidí Shánkw, Klawock

Kaawdliyaayi Hít  lowered from sun house
Kaagwaantaan Burnt house

Xóots Hít  brown bear house
Ch’áak’ Hít  eagle house
Kaagwaani Hít  burnt house

Little Salmon 
After our JKHC tour, we all headed over to join Nick and Zorza on the Little Salmon 
marshes. They were just pulling up the inflatable from a scouting trip.

08 Feather finders  White feathers on the campseat beside Zorza are from 
trumpeter swans! Nick speculated that recently elevated water level dislodged em 
from where molting flight feathers entangled in emergent vegetation. I could feel Tina's 
excitement, which later doubled as Zorza walked up and presented them to her. What a 
memento! Cathy says she's seen em before on the shore of Sít'.áa, glacier lake (M-word 
lake), but I'm not sure I've encountered feathers of this bird in my 42 years in Alaska, so 
Tina can rightly feel there's a convergence going on with her and the swans.

At our pizza&cartography meeting, 0706, Nick offered to show us old growth. Even 
long-time Hainesians are unclear exactly where these remnant patches are. Eric Holle 

wants to see em mapped out, so we can think about issues of connectivity for OG-asso-
ciated species. In a landscape so heavily controlled by fire, old forest is presumably 
patchy to begin with, even before imposing an aggressive logging mosaic. 

We drove to a pullout at the end of 2 large hayfields, 10 and 15 acres, and climbed to 
the crest of a NW-SE running ridge typed Pzcs, Paleozoic schist with strong carbonates.  

Back home, I was disappointed in the AK Division of Forestry cutting unit boundar-
ies. Coarse and impressionistic compared to all but the earliest of USFS logging poly-
gons. Presumably the dates are accurate, but it appears that whoever drew these did it 
long after crisp clearcut boundaries had softened with succession. Further 'smudging' 
the map is mixed conifer-deciduous forest, much more heterogeneous in structure even 
in early seral stages than pure conifer, where a cut can be distinguished on true-color 

 08
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aerials by its smooth 
canopy texture for up to a 
century afterward. 5

5 Although old growth (OG) may 
not stand out plainly on vertical 
true-color aerials, my following 
drone oblique sc8 catches the 
much taller ridgetop hemlocks 
nicely. Also following is a scaled-
out view of the Little Salmon in 
color infrared (CIR). These are 
better than true-color orthos for 
distinguishing dark conifer stands 
from brighter deciduous habitats. 

Bad Elf track & named 
photopoints in yellow, cutting 
boundary (approx) in pink. 
Dates from DNR. Edges of 
units are inaccurate in this 
area. Photos excerpted to 

journal are numbered
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It's been very dry, and some of us were in sandals; pretty civilized bushwacking! 
Most of the understory is inviting d2-d3, with occasional d4 patches and tanglier 
stuff on stand boundaries where sidelighting allows more brush (d = difficulty rating, 
described in Appendix 2). I'm not clear on how much herbivore suppression—moose 
in this case—is contributing to the openness of this forest. They're taking devils club, 
which in deer country can be an indication that less gum-inflaming options have been 
cashed out. Vaccinium is present but spotty and stubbled. Don't recall any Menziesia. 
Nick says moose don't seem fond of cranberry, maple or cottonwood, but do like red 

My assumption is that early logging mostly zeroed-out the pure spruce stands and that these remnants—
like Nick's stand—are mostly hemlock. Correct? 

Outside of the half-century-old cutting units and the dark conifer stands, forest-delineation gets trickier. 
Pure, large cottonwood (near-OG-status?), as in my following sc3 oblique, is pretty obvious on CIR. But 
mixed stands—at the coarse 5m resolution of SPOT—are hard to parse out. LiDAR should allow vastly 
more meaningful forest typing. But it will have to be combined with intensive ground-truthing, and won't 
give us an out-of-the-box forest map

osier dogwood. I vaguely remembered my surprise at those preferences back in our 
days on the Haines airport job, early 1990s. I'd assumed that all of those woody browse 
species would be more appealing than, for example, alder.  

09 DBH  C&J taped this hemlock at 80 centimeters. That's pretty typical for this 
apparently single-cohort stand. Didn't bring my increment borer, and we didn't pass 
any stumps coming into this stand for clues as to growth rate. I've asked Nick to get 
me some ring counts from POTR, PISI & TSHE stumps at Little Salmon. For now, I'm 
guessing 200+ years. Lasered another codominant at 45 meters tall (148 feet), pretty 
respectable for a hemlock. 

10 Coral fungus  Clavulina cristata page 200 of Judy Hall Jacobson's 2014 
Mushrooms and other fungi of Alaska—currently the best shroom-guide for our region, 
especially so for GCWers, since she lives and collects here. 

11 Treehugging  This one's about the biggest we saw on our loop walk. Cathy 
and I agreed that absence of a strong subcanopy and sameness of codominant diameters 
suggests a single-cohort stand that came in after disturbance. Very old fire? Blowdown?

 09  10  11
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Little Salmon on SPOT 5m color 
infrared imagey (nd). Bad Elf track 
in yellow, with dated cutting units. 
Asterisks * mark darker, coarse-

textured patches of remnant unlogged 
conifers. Are these primarily hemlock 
of low value in 1960s-70s markets?

15 TSHE OG pano  
On next page is typical 
view of this ridgetop forest 
remnant. Scattered low 
blueberries, minimal forbs, 
even mosses are sparser in 
the dry litter than in 'real' SE 
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rainforest. About 50% moss cover here (even less in pano 16, 
following) Tall maple in center supports Nick's comment that 
they're not favored browse. Hemlock (TSHE) saplings are 
coming in okay, especially in background, suggesting moose 
don't hit them very hard. Down logs are large, so the initial 
self-thinning of pole timber is long past—again suggesting 
considerable age. Pit-mound topography is not strongly devel-
oped, which might point to fire rather than windthrow as the 
primary disturbance here over recent millennia. 

12 Frass  I labelled this photo frass, which usually 
refers to a wood-eater's poop, but is it just undigested 
sawdust? Do carpenter ants (Camponotus) poop it 
through or just leave chewed fragments? A quick google 
search suggests that for Camponotus, frass is an accepted 
term for their leavings, even though more of it may be 
chewings than feces. We don't see big frass piles like this 
in the 'real' Southeast rainforest. Because they get washed 
away or cause we don't have Camponotus?  

 15

 12
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 14  17
14 RHTR  Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus—electrified cats-tail moss—looks 

so different here I hardly recognized it. Dominates this understory—interesting 
because I consider it intermediate in a successional series from R. squarrosus to R. 
loreus, the hands-down dominant in most Southeast old growth. RHTR is usually 
found in mid-seral, open forest, often with deciduous mix such as cottonwood 
(POTR). If this forest had POTR after the disturbance (fire), that component has 
long since rotted into the duff—further support for an estimate of >200 years. 

17 COCA-PYAS  Cornus canadensis and Pyrola asarifolia, ground dogwood 
and liver-leafed wintergreen. Again, an atypical combo for Southeast old growth. 
COCA is of course a ubiquitous OG dominant, but the saprophyte PYAS, like 

RHTR, typically peaks in mid-seral stages and vanishes entirely by the time a stand 
reaches true old growth stages. Not sure why moss is so patchy here. Combination of 
dryer soils and heavier litter-rain?

I didn't make a species list, and have relied on these photos to reconstruct the 
ridgetop flora. Most species I'd call mid-seral anywhere else in Southeast Alaska. 
Baneberry, for example, is not usually found in old-growth forest, but along edges and 
in younger meadow or parkland communities. I don't recall seeing the OG forbs Rubus 
pedatus or Coptis asplenifolia, but that may just be an oversight. Tiarella trifoliata, 
foamflower—fourth in the COCA-RUPE-COAS-TITR old-growth deer-forb associa-
tion—is common under OPHO. (4-letter codes are in Appendix 1)
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 16
16 COCA pano  Hemlocks same size and probably same cohort as in pano 

15. Moss cover less than 10%—compare with pano 15—showing that its sparseness 
in closeup #17 is not anomalous. On this floor of mostly needle, cones and twigs, 
Cornus is the most successful forb, followed by Tiarella, Gymnocarpium, Pyrola, and 
suppressed Vaccinium.  

Nick helped Karen Blewjas with driving surveys for bats on Haines Highway 
(Kohan & Blejwas, 2015) using ultrasonic microphone with the AnaBat SD2 bat detec-
tor. Klukwan area showed Karen's highest diversity in Southeast (redline on inset). 
Silver-haired is abundant here, accounting for 8% of detections. Possible connection to 
roost crevices in the deep furrowing of mature cottonwoods?

A
D

FG
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 21

 20

20 Cranberry scat  VIED in bearscat. Nick identified it from the large flat 
seeds and skin color. Wasn't in my search image cause it seemed too early in the 
summer to be taking them. But he sees VIED poop a lot here, as they do on the Gusta-
vus forelands where Viburnum edule is prolific. I asked if these—especially later in the 
season—might be the most important fruit for black and brown bears, and Nick agreed 
they're strong contenders.

21 Hayfield  Not sure what's being grown here—presumably introduced grasses 
for livestock? Are they pastured here or is it mowed for winter hay?

Our walk (combined with the earlier Klukwan tour) took quite awhile, and I began to get antsy to fly the area. Ideally, I 
was looking for low, crown-skimming perspectives on both this conifer old growth, and giant-tree cottonwood. The latter was 
not to be had on this visit, and I didn't realize until late in the post-trip journaling process that I did indeed capture a distant 
glimpse of Nick's ridge-top old-growth remnant.

From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Covenant_Life,_Alaska 

Covenant Life, pop 86, has a K-12 
school, private 4-year university and 
self-government, emphasizing self-
sufficiency, agriculture & communal 

meals. Established in the 1960s, origi-
nally affiliated with the Hoonah Farm 

religious community. Often called "The 
Farm" by outsiders, CL is a census-
designated place (CDP) covering 27 
mi2. None of my parcel layers from 

ADNR show this CDP; in fact, landsta-
tus lists this area as UofAK: I traced 
the outline below from  http://www.city-
data.com/city/Covenant-Life-Alaska.html
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We drove back to a put-in spot just above the Little Salmon, where T&N climbed into the inflatable with 
N&Z for a swan-hunt. C, J and I walked down to a footbridge over the creek, where I could launch the drone. 

22 Brownie track  Pencil scale is 6 inches so medium sized. Close-packed toes and shallow arch 
distinguishes from black bear. Following 1992 sidebar says more brown than black in this area at that time.

 22
 25

25 Downstream from bridge  Jessica says the Little Salmon is her favorite place in 
the Greater Chilkat Watershed. After reviewing my aerial video, I could see why. Extraordinary 
diversity. Kind of like my attitude about Sít’ Eeti Geeyí, bay in place of the glacier. To a naturalist, 
the coolest part is neither the scenic "climax" at bay's head that tourists want to see, nor the seral 
"end-point" of maximum conifer maturity, but rather the mixed conifer-deciduous midpoint, where 
birdsong diversity (and pretty much everything else) is richest. 

Lots of common yellowthroat in the marsh.  At one point  on her paddle with Nick, Cathy heard 
about 5 at once, and called one in. Other species: song sparrow, dark-phase red-tail, snipe. 
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 sc8

sc8 From canoe launch to bridge  Southeast over the swans' 'back pond,' as the Plachta-Szatkowskis 
call it. This screen capture (sc) is from well into my first loop flight, but I begin here because it happened to catch 

our preceding old-growth walk. The 2 dark bumps in right mid-distance are the unlogged schist-cored 
ridgetop with hemlocks to 150 feet tall. Pretty much everything else is second growth. Our paddlers (white 
arrow) have just left the put-in and are headed downstream to the footbridge on right where J, C and I are 
waiting. The Farm and some of its fields hug the road. Levee effect (slight rise from overbank deposits) 

is apparent from willows crowding channel banks, rooted in slightly drier soils. According to the 
hydropoly2 layer, mainstem comes in from the right.
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Safety box
I've had this screen-blocking prob-
lem before, and have been able from 
random tapping to close the notifica-
tion box somehow, which made it all 
the more frustrating that I had to fly 
more than 'half-blind' today. Couldn't 
remember the solution, but in retrospect 
it was just pure luck, touching the right 
place on my screen. Back in Juneau I 
googled the problem and found endless 
complaining. 

Eventually, came across this 
comment: " I believe there's a check box 
next to the I agree... notification.  It's 
hard to see outdoors.  Tap it and then 
tap Yes." The complainer answered: "I 
did take the controller and phone into 
my car to look for this but could not see 
it."  Helper replied: " It's a blue circle on 
a black background that is very hard to 
see...just to the right of the message...
once you tap it a checkmark appears 
and then you can tap Yes.

I fired up Phantom in the driveway to 
try to replicate the problem, but it gave 
me no blackbox message, even though 
I'm in a landing space. Hopefully, next 
time it happens, I'll have a better idea 
where to concentrate my tapping.

On the forums there's also a lot of 
complaining about constant distracting 
messages - high wind, strong wire-
less interference, etc. I agree you only 
need to see those warnings once, not 
constantly throughout your flight.

Trying to begin my flight, the middle of my iPhone screen was filled by a black box safety 
notification about restricted airspace that required me to click yes. Same thing happened 
on the second of my 2 flights yesterday. No combination of scrolling or clicking or random 
tapping around the phone-screen would make the damn box go away, so I just flew the entire-
ty of my 2 sorties today 'on faith' that the middle of my movie was catching what I wanted to 
see. Turned out fine, but it sure wasn't an enjoyable flying experience. (PS, back home, I think 
I've solved that issue: Saftey box sidebar explains.) 

N09 Footbridge  Norma's photo from the bridge area (behind fireweed on left).  Cathy 
and Jessica birded, mostly by ear, which my swarmy-bees drone noise probably didn't help 
much. I flew a long, clockwise loop, first downstream toward Gathéeni, sockeye stream 
(Tsirku River). That faced the sun, which washes out stills and video, so I soon tipped the 
camera straight down, for better color balance, and for stitching of mosaics and extraction of 
stereopairs.

 N09
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 sc1

sc1 Downstream  Southeast down Little Salmon to Gathéeni 
(Tsirku), with confluence in left distance. Would be nice to know 
dominant species in the marsh but we didn't ground truth. Marshy 
forest in right distance is mostly mature (OG?) cottonwood. Left 
distance is mapped as 1974 YG (young growth).  More detail of left 
foreground forest on following page. 
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 stitch1

stitch1  Down from bridge  Launch is just to the left of this view. Assem-
bled in microsoft ICE from a short video pass at 100 meters (330 feet). Forest on 
northeast bank is not mapped as logged in the DNR database. Correct? Looks to me 
like mixed PISI-POTR fire-forest, 100+ years old. Well-defined thalweg in the Little 

Salmon here, surprisingly straight and lacking in meanders, possibly 
from being elbowed against the bedrock slope.
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Field notes 1992
In March 1992, Cathy and I drove through here on a skiing trip 
with the Bishop sisters. At Mosquito Lake we visited Scott Viss-
cher and Therese—friends of Gretchen. Here's from my notes 
for 0313:

Skied to Chilkat River via the Mosquito Lake outlet, then to the 
inlet side. Old moose sign, but nothing fresh. Scott says maybe 
snowmobiles (race track on the lake!) keep em off the lake 
margins. One hung out on his road in early winter, but when his 
snowmobiling neighbor returned from vacation it disappeared. 
On our evening ski trip up the Porcupine trail we saw a moose 
on a Klehini side channel. Approached us. Scott says F&G feels 
that after poaching is factored in, there’s not enough moose for a 
hunt in his area. (I don’t know how big that unit is.)

Otter and mink in the outlet channel. Pair of eagles sitting by 
a nest in a cottonwood without moving for 2 hours. Low energy 
time of year. Do they rely on mink and otter to drag salmon out of 
the stream? Mammal carrion? Scott says he’s seen more brown 
than black bears here, but Mosquito Lake is supposed to be a 
throughroute for blackies from the Chilkat to the Klehini, maybe 
to keep away from brown bears on the rivers. Fox, coyote and 
wolf all occur. A wolf howled for 45 minutes from the road above 
the house this winter. Coyote numbers are down, locals think 
from overtrapping, but I wonder if not wolf-suppressed. A recent 
mountain lion sighting was near Klukwan. A few lynx, but not 
common in Scott’s experience. 

Horned owl hooting at night. Common here. Both black-
capped and chestnut-backed chickadees on the feeder. 
Former is a bit more aggressive. They’re already doing their 
spring song. Only jays are Stellers; greys are just over the 
pass. Rainbows and dollies in the lake.

Mosquito Lake is a transitional area for Populus, where tricho-
carpa and balsamifera overlap. Leaves of balsam poplar have 
darker undersides, and their seed capsules are 2-part instead of 
3-part. They are hard to distinguish in winter. Both are floodplain 
trees, and they hybridize here.

 26
26 Hippuris  Emergent vegetation near the canoe launch gives clues to depth zonation Which are 

the primary swan foods?. Foreground is H. vulgaris, common marestail. Behind are Equisetum fluviatile, 
Caltha palustris, and an unidentified sedge, probably the principle swan hiding cover in much of the marsh. 
Forgot to ask Nick and Jessica if they see tadpoles or metamorphs or other signs of toad reproduction in 
this system. Looks like awesome breeding habitat but tad-ponds I've been told about are anthropogenic.
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 sc3

sc3 Mature cottonwoods  I wanted a 
crown-skimming flight over a majestic cottonwood 
stand, but was still at 100 meters when I made the 
turn and circled back toward the launching bridge. 
Didn't want to risk flushing the swans, so I never 
ended up filming POTR-crowns. On true color orthos 
this forest is indistinguishable from gappy spruce, but 
on CIRs it's much brighter.
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 sc7

sc7 Swans  Wasn't until journaling, back home, that I finally 
spotted the parent swans in my 100-m loop flight, circled and enlarged 
here. Juvies are probably with em but blend in at this scale. Explains 
why our paddlers never saw them, hidden behind the levee willows. 
Asterisk * at ~2 oclock from this position shows where J & I got a 
glimpse, about an hour later.
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 sc12

sc12 Flight 2  Setting down after the first loop, I could see our 
paddlers off in the distance, and realized I had time for another, lower 
flight to get some closer views of the marsh. This 5 minute out-&-back 
(inset) was mostly at 25 to 30 meters elevation. Snags here and along 
other sloughs indicate that water levels are continuing to rise.
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 sc15

sc15 Put-in  It was getting time to head back to town. Cathy paddled 
back with Nick to the put-in, and the rest of us walked. From the water's 
edge, scanning sedges 200 yards NW, Jessica showed me just a glimpse 
of the swans, sticking to dense cover. They'd moved ~80 yards from their 
position in sc7. I wonder if my drone noise contributed to their shyness. 
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28 Fire mosaic  Haines-bound, on a stop for roadwork  Even here at ~6-mile 
on the highway, we're well beyond anything that could be mistaken for 'typical' South-
east rainforest. Mosaic of pine, birch, and spruce, with cottonwood on the road berm?

We packed out of the beautiful Crowe place and parked B&I's rig at TWC, where 
the Seaplanes van picked us up for our flight home. Thanks to all of our 

hosts and guides on this perfect first visit in the Chilkat atlas-
ing project!  As is probably apparent from these 60 

pages of journal for 3 days' visit, I'm quite 
taken with Jilkáat Áaní, and look 

forward to more.

 28
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32 Boarding  Neither Tina 
nor Norma had been on a small 
plane, at least since childhood. 
Pretty smokey ride home once we 
got to cruising level, but at low 
elevations on takeoff and setdown 
I got some useful photos. 

35 Old Yindastuki 
Creek  In the late 1980s, with 
Dan and Gretchen Bishop, I 
studied habitats at this airport, 
assessing impacts of new runway 
construction. This slough is a 
vestige of the creek subsequently 
rerouted north of the taxiway. 
Here, I've overlaid my 1988 map 
over a fairly current (nd) ortho-
photo. Photopoint 35 is marked.

It'd be fun to revisit habitats on Sawmill Wetland that we studied in 
the late 1980s. When I drew this map, today's runway didn't exist; 

planes landed on the strip since relegated to 'inside' taxiway.
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 38
38 Leaving Deishú  By the time we reached this elevation, smoke made subse-

quent, more southerly photoshopping problematic. Bye, Haines! See ya soon I hope . . .



Appendices
I have no references section for this journal, but all cita-
tions are in jilkaat.pdf>Appendices>References.

1 4-letter codes 
Botanists use a shorthand system for species lists, espe-
cially useful in expediting field note taking. In journals 
I plan to share, I typically write out the full botanical or 
common name, but often use 4-letter codes when noting 
a lengthier plant assemblage.

First 2 letters of genus, followed by first 2 letters of 
species. Here's a preliminary list of codes used in this 
journal. I'll flesh it out in later updates to this journal 
collection.

code botanical name common name

trees

PISI Picea sitchensis Sitka spruce

TSHE Tsuga heterophylla western hemlock

TSME Tsuga mertensiana mountain hemlock

PICO Pinus contorta shore pine

ALRU Alnus rubra red alder

ALSI Alnus sinuata Sitka alder

POTR Populus tricocarpa black cottonwood

MAFU Malus fusca Oregon crabapple

SOAU Sorbus aucuparia European mountain ash

shrubs

RUSP Rubus spectabilis salmonberry

RUPA Rubus parviflorus thimbleberry

RIBR Ribes bracteosum grey currant

VAspp Vaccinium spp blueberry, multiple species

MEFE Menziesia ferruginea rusty menziesia

OPHO Oplopanax horridum devil’s club

herbs

HELA Heracleum lanatum cow parsnip

VEVI Veratrum viride false hellebore

COCA Cornus canadensis ground dogwood

RUPE Rubus pedatus five-leaved bramble

MADI Maianthemum dilatatum deerberry

STRO Streptopus roseus rosy twisted stalk

CALY Carex lyngbyeii Lyngbye sedge

LEMU Leymus mollis beach rye

PLMA Plantago maritima goose-tongue

TRMA Trigolochin maritimum arrowgrass
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2 Bushwacker's difficulty rating 
Some readers react initially with amusement to this 
ranking, but it’s one of the more useful measures of 
habitat structure, and a strong influence on cover 
and foraging values for wildlife. For example, larger 
mammals such as deer and bear are no more fond 
than we humans of stumbling around in annoying 
brush tangles. When they do seek out tangles, it’s for 
cover from things they like even less.

The bushwacker’s difficulty ranking for South-
east Alaska—first developed in 2005 by Christensen 
and Carstensen—ranges from d1 to d10: d1 is side-
walk, and d10 is suicidal. “d” stands for difficulty. The 
ranking ignores factors that vary temporally. A given 
terrain should have the same d-rank in summer and 
winter, rain or shine, buggy or bugless, and whether 
traversed up- or downhill. It’s also independent of 
subjective factors: whether the bushwacker feels 
grumpy, exhausted, allergic, etc.

Here’s the breakdown:
d1 is level and mostly brush free. Most trails are 

d1 or d2. Hikers needn’t look at their feet while walk-
ing. If you look up at the canopy while walking, and 
trip over a root, you’re in d2.

d2 Visually, this habitat is unobstructed. You can 
see a deer 50 yards away in d2 understory. Terrain 
may be rolling, but uphill portions don’t induce short-
ness of breath as compared to level hiking.

d3 Many mature second-growth forests, and some 
fairly closed-canopy old-growth forests with sparse 
understory are d3 bushwacking. Bushes are present, 
but mostly waist height or less, and it’s easy to weave 
your way without thrashing. Same goes for down 
logs; they’re present, but you rarely have to climb 
over or stoop under if you choose a good route.

d4 At this stage, brush thrashing is unavoidable, 

advanced stages of log decomposition following a long-ago blowdown 
event or early, heavy-slash logging. This condition is relatively uncommon 
but places bushwackers at greater risk of lasting injury than the scratches, 
rashes and infections from d6 or easier brush-bashing. Moss-concealed 
class-IV rotting logs, decaying roots, and wetland “pipes” slow the more 
cautious bushwacker to a snail’s pace, even in some fairly open understo-
ries that visually might be ranked d4 or less. The incautious bushwacker 
eventually suffers a sprained ankle or worse.

d8 It’s unusual to travel 100 yards through d8 without bleeding. I’ve 
never spent more than an half an hour in continuous d8. You often can’t 
see your feet, and brush is so dense the only way to move forward some-
times is to fall. D8 entails convoluted terrain, blowdown tangle and dense 
brush. Each step is a logistical consideration. Many recently-thinned 
25-to-35-year-old clearcuts are d8.

Another habitat averaging d8 or greater is beaver swamp. To wolf or 
bear, beavers are delicious, high-fat, slow-moving meals that do all in 
their power to maintain an impregnable refuge from large, non-amphib-
ious meat-eaters. The only way a human could cross these cold-water 
moats in semi-comfort is with anglers’ float-tube chestwaders, and even 
these risk of puncture on beaver-sharpened, submerged branch-stobs.

Edge of unravelling
forest downwind
of recent clearcut

near Hoonah.

d8and down logs are common enough that some minor 
gymnastics are involved. In open, herbaceous habi-
tats (eg bluejoint high-marsh at upper reaches of 
tidal wetlands) bushwacking can occasionally be as 
high as d4 where grasses or sedges are so thick you 
can’t see your feet, combined with so many hidden 
pits and sloughs that rapid walking risks injury.

d5 At this stage, visibility is restricted by blue-
berry, menziesia or devil’s club. Often, you can’t see 
your hiking partners 10 yards away. Log obstructions 
are common, but you don’t have to go down on 
hands and knees. With good raingear, you should be 
able to stay dry all day in d5.

d6 If the day’s bushwack averages d6+, it 
becomes impossible even with the best raingear 
to keep your shirt collar and forearms dry; frequent 
contorted poses offer day-long opportunities for rain 
to drip inside your hood, or up your sleeves. Also, 
by day’s end, clothing is saturated with sweat from 
strenuous gymnastics. After a day of d6, there are 
usually at least 3 hemlock needles in the bushwack-
er’s underwear.

Up through d6, understory brush may be encoun-
tered beneath tall trees with more than 50% 
canopy coverage. But for the kind of brush density 
characterizing d7+ bushwacking, open sunlight is 
necessary. That means d7+ habitats are either early 
successional (trees too young to offer shade exclu-
sion) or scrub wetland, where stressed trees with 
sparse crowns cast little shade.

d7 Uninitiated hikers begin to grunt and whimper, 
and to question the leader’s sanity. A good portion 
of travel is atop slippery, bouncy, or breakable logs, 
with little to cling to for support other than thorny 
devil’s club and salmonberry. Another d-factor in 
addition to brush density and thorniness is the 
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3 LingÍt place names 
Áa ka, on the lake (Chilkat Lake)
Áax'w Sáani Xoo, among the little lakes (Log Cabin)
Agóon, isthmus of it (behind Haines)
A Shakée, top of it (Chilkoot Pass)
Ax'aká, the mouth (Cove Point)
Ayiklutu, nostril of Ayik (Seduction Point)
Dakhéen, inland river (Takhin River)
Dakshaa, inland (Takshanuk Range)
Daxanáak, between 2 points (Berners Bay)
Dayéi, to pack (Dyea valley)
Dayéi Héen, to pack river (Taiya River)
Dayéi X’akax’áas, waterfall at mouth of Dayéi 

(Dayebas Creek)
Dayeisáank'i, Dayei little cove (Taiyasanka Harbor)
Dayeisáank'i Héen, Taiyasanka creek (Ferebee River) 
Deishú, end of trail (Haines)
Dzixkú, _____ (Tsirku) 
Gathéeni, sockeye stream (Tsirku River)
Géelák'w, little mountain pass (into Dry Bay country)
Geisán, top of bay (Mt Ripinski)
Jilkáat, cache (Chilkat River)
Jilkáat Aaní, home of Chilkat people
Jilkoot Aaní, home of Chilkoot people
Káakw Xán, below the little man (Kakuhan Range)
Kaatx’waaltú, rockslide (19-mile village)
Kaltsexx’i Héen, kicking river (Kicking Horse)
Kaxla Ku.aa, puking into (Nourse River)
Laxách' ____(Pyramid Island)
L'ehéeni, __river (Klehini)
Léix'w Noow, ochre fort (Paradise Cove)
Lkoot, storehouse (Chilkoot Lake outlet village)

Lkoot T'áak, back side of Lkoot (Lutak Inlet)
Lkoodaséits'k, giant's name (Rainbow Glacier)
Nánde Héeni Yei Kéich Yé, sits in water facing north (3 

Guardsmen)
Neixa Yei, boat saver (Eldred Rock)
Shakuwúx'k'u, little wide-head (Chilkoot Lake)
Shgagwei, rugged water (Skagway)
T'ahéeni, king salmon river (Tahini River)
T’áchán shahéeni, stinking king salmon at headwaters 

(Tatshenshini) 
Tlákw.aan, eternal village (Klukwan)
Wulix'áasi Héen, waterfall creek (Katzehin River)
Xalak'ach' Héeni, porcupine river (Porcupine River)
Xíxch' Kanduwataayi Yé, where frog packs drift ashore 

(S of Katzehin)
Xíxch'i Shaayí T'eik, behind frog mountain (S Frog 

Mtn)
Yakwyaax, alongside boat (Big Boulder Creek)
Yandeist’akyé, faraway stuff drifts ashore (Yindastuki 

near airport)
Yax Kei Dlakwt Aan, where sheep* paw up the side 

(Goat Mtn)
*probably mistranslated: tawéi = dall sheep
Yéil Héeni, raven's river (Kelsall)
Yéil Áx' Sh Wulgeigi Yé, where raven swung (Mt 

Sinclair canyon)

PS 20200525: In working on the Atlas and updating the 
GCW Arc project, I've hugely expanded this placenames 
list. A draft placenames geopdf can be downloaded at:
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/chilkat-place-names/

d9 No rational human would spend more than a few 
moments in d9. But perceived obstructional density is 
scale dependent. These supremely brushy places are often 
ideal cover and foraging habitat for songbirds and small 
mammals, while deer-sized critters prefer easier traveling 
conditions; their main incentive for penetrating d8-d9 habitats 
is predator avoidance.

d10 I’m alive at the time of this writing; therefore I’ve not 
yet experienced d10. Southeast Alaska has little d9 and 
d10 habitat compared to seriously angry bioregions such as 
coastalMexican thornscrub.

The d-rank and succession. The bushwacker’s difficulty 
ranking is a good way to evaluate successional trends. Each 
disturbance sets off its own unique trajectory. For example, 
after logging of a d5 upland hemlock old-growth stand, 
years 1 to 25 are typically d7 to d8. With canopy closure and 
settling of slash at 40 to 50 years, difficulty typically declines 
to d2-d4. After several centuries, with tree fall and increased 
canopy gaps, the brush mosaic re-establishes, and average 
difficulty returns slowly to d5. Note that in this example, the 
higher the difficulty, the better the summer wildlife habitat. In 
winter, however, d5 old growth provides superior cover and 
forage for resident birds, mammals and fish.
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